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Size:        4"/10 cm
Difficulty:      Low
Estimated time: 1 h
Hook size:    2 mm

GHOST 
Amigurumi Pattern 

Designed by Sueños Blanditos

I hope you enjoy crocheting this pattern!

If you have any doubt, contact me:

amigurumis@suenhosblanditos.com

MATERIALS 

- Yarn: white and black
-Thickness of the yarn: 3 mm.
- Hook according to the thickness of the 
yarn.
- Yarn needle.
- Fiberfill.

ABBREVIATIONS 

sc: single crochet
st: stitch
ch: chain
inc: increase
dec: decrease
Fill the doll with fiberfill as you 
crochet.

if you have doubts, visit:

The Amigurumi Tutorials

https://www.suenhosblanditos.com/category/amigurumi-tutorial/
mailto:amigurumis@suenhosblanditos.com
http://suenhosblanditos.com
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HEAD/BODY
With white yarn 

1. Work 4 sc in magic ring. 

2. to 4. 1 sc in each st (4). 

5. 2 inc, 1 dec (5). 

6. 3 inc, 1 dec (7). 

7. 1 dec, 3 inc, 1 dec (8). 

8. "1 sc, inc", repeat (12). 

9. "1 sc, inc", repeat (18). 

10. "2 sc, inc", repeat (24). 
11. to 16. 1 sc in each st (24). 

17. and 18. Dec in every st (12), (6). 

19. Inc in every st (12). 

20. "1 sc, inc", repeat (18). 

21. "1 sc, inc" 6 times, 3 dec (21). 

22. 2 dec, "4 sc, inc" 3 times, 1 dec (21). 

23. 4 sc, "4 sc, inc" 3 times, 2 sc (24). 

24. and 25. 1 sc in each st (24). 

26. "1 sc, inc" 4 times, "2 sc, dec" 3 times, "1 
sc, inc" 2 times (27). 

27. "1 sc, inc" 4 times, "3 sc, dec" 3 times, "1 sc, 
inc" 2 times (30). 

28. and 29. 1 sc in each st (30). 

30. 13 sc, "2 sc, dec" 3 times, 5 sc (27). 

31. 11 sc, "2 sc, dec" 3 times, 4 sc (24).
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32. 9 sc, "2 sc, dec" 3 times, 3 sc (21). 

33. 7 sc, "2 sc, dec" 3 times, 2 sc (18). 

34. "1 sc, dec", repeat (12). 

35. and 36. 1 sc in each st (12). 

37. Dec in every st (6). 

38. 1 sc in each st (6). 

Fasten off. Sew the hole with the yarn needle.

ARMS (x2)
With white yarn 

1. Work 6 sc in magic ring. 

2. to 10. 1 sc in each st (6). 

Fasten off. 

Sew them leaving 3 sc of separation from the 
neck line.

EYES (x2)
With black yarn 

Work 4 sc in magic ring. 

With white yarn embroider the twinkle. 

http://suenhosblanditos.com
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FACE
To find out where you have to place the ghost's 
face, you must look at the tips of the head and 
the end of the body. Our ghost seen from the 
front will have the tip of the head to the left and 
back, while the tip of the body will go to the 
right and forward. 

Once you are sure about where you should place 
the face, start placing its elements: 

Sew the eyes f rom round 13 to 15, 
embroidering around them with the black yarn 
to soften the rounded shape. Leave 3 sc of 
separation between them in their central part. 

2 sc over the eyes, embroider with black yarn 
the eyebrows 2 sc long. 

Centered under the eyes embroider the mouth. 
It will have a separation of 1 sc in relation to 
these in its upper part and 2 in the low part and 
a length of 3 sc.

WELL DONE!

http://suenhosblanditos.com
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MORE PATTERNS

http://suenhosblanditos.com
https://www.suenhosblanditos.com/amigurumi-patterns/
https://www.suenhosblanditos.com/amigurumi-patterns/

